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Algerian Arabic transcript:  

  

(A@ر < =>; . %2:3 آ&ن آ&%$، آ&ن آ&%:9.  8ا 67م ا 4&*23 آ&ن ه/اك ا �-,، *& آ&() آ&%$ #"اف ا ��ا :ع
B ا Cت و&:F:GB تا&:F3H .6ةFJ9 آJBKG در و ... آ&(, آ&%:9 وح@ ا&�G و ا N6اجG اف ا"# &:�P:% آ&ن QQQ �#�8 آ&ن آ&(

�#& و آ>)BK  . (BR) س�و أ(& (QQQ XP3 آ:, (6وح حQQQ ;B حB; ا UG&ر، 6UWات (6وح حB; ا UG&ر #&ش، #&ش (7
�(@ي \]X %2:3 ا Z4Gت  4@ود، (6وح . ج9 ج@%@ة=>; ح&GK) ش&# QQQ س< #&ش ن�FK  QQQ ر و (6وح ل&UG ا ;Bح
� ا Z4Gت *$ ا b&رج، `2 ا UG&ر. *Z4تJF4% س ه/وك�FK  2 *$ . ه/وكcG) 6ات وUW ،93*&4 أ(& آ:, *$ ا

 Cص&=9 و e) ر&UG<  93*&4 459اPF-و ح&ج9 ج@%@ة.  د&P<) 6 #&شFh ...}>7j{ ... QQQ و QQQ &* ووو و دروك
سA>9 ... آ&%$ QQQ %2:3 ا JBKG&ت أ 2 7%�ص� =>P<% &AF&وه&...  ج@%@ة ه/générationo=:@هm %2:3 ه/ا ا Jc&ب ه/و، 

&:B-س&ه>9 =>; و ،p%ا .  
 
 
English translation: 

 

A: The university campus at that time—there weren’t many facilities. I mean, there 
were—(I’m talking here about around the eighties or the nineties)—there was a big 
library. But we lack good references, resources, books and other things. And I remember 
that I used to go all the way to the airport to look for something new—I mean, new issues 
of magazines. When I get to the airport, I go to the newly arrived boxes to ask about 
things like magazines and such. These boxes usually bring magazines from abroad. I 
remember that at times I would walk from the university to the airport, and it took me 
about half an hour or forty-five minutes. This is just in the hope of finding something 
new. Nowadays they have things—I mean the youth of the new generation, they have 
libraries and they are able to find whatever they look for. It’s easy nowadays.    
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